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SOME MEANINGS  

IN THE DECLARATION 

 

from the Theosophical Movement, October 1981, p 461 - 467 

 

Although all that we can say is but a re-statement, there is a different light cast sometimes 

by a word or an application, which will be helpful and useful to some.  

—ROBERT CROSBIE (The Friendly Philosopher, p. 380)  

Let us use with care those living messengers called words.  

—WILLIAM Q. JUDGE  

There is as much stumbling on mere words by students of Theosophy as on anything else.... 

We should all be careful not only to use the right word to express the idea intended to be 

conveyed, but also accurately to understand what is the idea the other person is trying to 

express, and to do this regardless of -; what words may have been used.... Words do no 

more than shadow forth the ideas, and a great deal depends upon the mental touch, taste, 

and power of smell of the person to whom the words are addressed.  

—WILLIAM Q. JUDGE: "Stumbling Blocks in Words"           

(The Path, August 1890)  

 

BRIEF and to the point, the Declaration of the U.L.T. is rich in meaning, pregnant with occult 

insight, and without parallel as a institution. Yet what difficulties it can offer to the student 

who tries to put it into his own words! One approach is to look behind key words to 

examine how they have evolved in common usage, to explore what ideas they provoke, and 

to identify linkages between them.  

Here six words — Declaration, policy, fundamental, principle, founder and loyal — are taken 

up by reference to the two-volume Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles. 

The words chosen all derive from Latin. 

 

DECLARATION — from the Latin noun declaratio, the action of making clear, of 

elucidating. Gradually the English word took on a more formal application to indicate a 

positive statement or an assertion in favour of a position, or against one, leading to the 

legalistic usage of referring to a proclamation as embodied in a statement, document or 
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instrument. A notable historical instance of such document is the U.S. Declaration of 

Independence of 1776 with those memorable opening words:  

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they 

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these are 

Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.... 

It will at once be appreciated that, in the transition to a more formal application, 

declaration has acquired two potentially contrary interpretations: on the one hand, that of 

making clear, and on the other, that of asserting a case. The two meanings do not 

necessarily go together. An assertion may indeed make clear that opinion or position of the 

declarer, but will not necessarily clarify what is being asserted and may indeed be wrong or 

false.  

The U.L.T. Declaration has elements of both clarification and assertion. From its 

spirit, it may be judged to put more emphasis on clarification, the earlier and more 

fundamental meaning. The assertive parts are chiefly descriptive, e.g.: 

— "The policy of this Lodge is independent devotion to the cause of Theosophy ..." 

— "It is loyal to the great Founders of the Theosophical Movement ..."  

— "The work ... and the end ... are too absorbing and too lofty ..."  

— "It holds that the ... Basis for Union ... is similarity of aim, purpose and teaching ..." 

— "It regards as Theosophists all who are engaged in the true service of Humanity ..."  

In all these statements the Declaration clarifies and defines what U.L.T. is all about. 

An interesting further nuance of meaning deserves highlighting. In English courts, a 

witness may make a declaration instead of swearing an oath on the Bible. This is called 

affirming. It invokes the integrity of the witness, his true self, ultimately in effect his higher 

self; it comes close to implying a vow and thereby it commands trust in what he says. The 

promise implicit in such a declaration has these overtones of the sacred which are pertinent 

to the Declaration of U.L.T.  

POLICY - from the Latin noun politia, which in turn came from the Greek politeia, 

both relating to citizenship and government and hence, more rarely, to constitution and 

polity. English usages have also covered political sagacity or statecraft, and prudence or the 

quality of being politic. 

The most common contemporary application is a course of action adopted by a 

government, party, ruler, statesman, or any organization, institution, corporation or person 

setting a clear course of action. There is more than a flavour of commitment. Political 

parties and statesmen commit themselves to policies or sets of promises in order to win 
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power. Institutions and corporations, in furtherance of their objectives, adopt policies to 

which they are beholden by their trustees, boards or shareholders.  

The quality of commitment is fully brought out in that most specialized sense of 

policy: the insurance or assurance policy. In consideration of a commitment to pay certain 

sums, the policyholder receives a document containing an undertaking to pay certain other 

sums in defined circumstances.  

By analogy, may we not see the policy of the Lodge as an undertaking:  

— to be loyal to the Founders of the Theosophical Movement,  

— to disseminate the Fundamental Principles of Theosophy,  

— to exemplify in practice those principles; in consideration of:  

— not professing attachment to any Theosophical organization,  

— not being concerned with dissensions or differences of individual opinion, 

— having neither the time nor inclination to take part in side issues,  

— welcoming to its association all those who are in accord with its declared 

purposes and who desire to fit themselves, by study and otherwise, to be the 

better able to help and teach others,  

— Associates themselves determining such obligations as they alone choose.  

Consideration is a legal term representing the element of exchange which must 

underlie every contract. Commonly, consideration has a monetary reference, but may it not 

equally be seen in terms of Karma to have an ethical dimension? The examples of 

undertakings given above deriving from the policy set out by Declaration would be reduced 

to empty aspirations if the consequential considerations were to be neglected.  

PRINCIPLE - from the Latin noun principium, meaning origin, beginning, or source. 

Current usage has hardly altered, save to bring out more strongly the idea of a basic truth, 

law or motive force. Thus, in morals and religion, principle equates to an absolute rule; in 

logic, to an assumption or proposition; and in science, to a theorem, a law, or — in a more 

popular sense — a fact in nature. In physics, principle refers to the rudiment or basic 

elements, the smallest or fundamental particles, components, ingredients or constituents.  

A dualism may be noted in the applications: those in religion, morals and logic point 

to an axiom of assertion, however soundly or ill justified, from which a doctrine or argument 

may be developed; those in science, with its procedures for testing and checking, imply a 

basis for a search or explanation.  
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To the newcomer, the principles of Theosophy, denoting the source of the 

philosophy, the ancient wisdom, seem most puzzling. They appear to belong to the category 

of assertion, yet they owe more to the scientific sense. Is not the Secret Doctrine "the 

accumulated Wisdom of the Ages ... the uninterrupted record covering thousands of 

generations of Seers..."?  

FUNDAMENTAL — from the Latin adjective fundamentalis, pertaining to or serving 

as the foundation or bottom. English usage similar. By extension, fundamental embraces the 

ideas of the primary and essential. This is very much as one might suppose, but fundamental 

has two other contrasting applications.  

First, there is the musical sense as the lowest root note of a musical chord, and 

hence the tone produced by the whole of a sonorous body. The harmonic of any note will 

include recurrences of the fundamental note in a geometric series that ascends to infinity, 

"nature being very mathematical" (The Oxford Companion to Music). This technical meaning 

of fundamental is evocative the mathematical relationships in music identified by 

Pythagoras, whose ancient biographers represent him as a musician of extraordinary 

proportions. For him, the importance of music lay not its cultural or aesthetic quality. Rather 

it was this fundamental mathematical basis that made music the link between man and the 

cosmos, and gave rise to the term "music of the spheres." Music was fundamental to 

appreciation of cosmic harmony in the Pythagorean school.  

Secondly, fundamental has given rise to the Americanism fundamentalist, indicating 

a strict adherence to orthodox tenets, often understood to have connotations of excessive 

literalism, or even naïveté. Certain protestant Christian sects originally attracted the 

description fundamentalist. Nowadays the epithet is freely applied to any rigid and 

simplified corpus of belief, particularly religious and sometimes political, with a strong 

literalist as opposed to mystical or philosophic mode.  

Ironically, the borderline between these two meanings can be narrow. Dedication to 

the fundamental can as commonly lead to excessive literalism as to deeper insights. A 

parallel can be seen in the mathematical term "singularity," a point on a graphic curve 

where the direction or quality of curvature changes markedly, where a small shift can make 

for a major difference in the situation. Fundamental can by this token itself be viewed-in 

mathematical terms.  

Taking now the two words together — Fundamental principles — it may be seen that 

we have gone well beyond their obvious sense that principles would scarcely be principles 

were they not fundamental. If that were all, one might legitimately conclude that principles 

which are fundamental are little more than strongly held assertions. Anything less 

theosophical, it would be hard to imagine. Sadly, however, that is a trap into which much 

that purports to be theosophical has fallen. The U.L.T. Declaration, in calling for "a truer 

realization of the SELF," On the other hand invites an examination into the "soul of things."  
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FOUNDER — from the Latin noun fundus, the bottom or foundation, is also related 

to the verb fundare: to pour, to melt, and, by extension, to mould. Three English meanings 

may be identified with a wealth of significance in the present context.  

First, there is a founder as one who raises an edifice or who presides over the 

erection of a city. This role is antecedent to that of an architect, let alone that of a builder. It 

is the role of making possible, and points to the idea of the imagination, the driving force, 

rather than the design or the construction.  

Secondly, there is a founder in the broader sense of originator, one who institutes 

something for the first time. This is an extension of the first meaning, taking us beyond the 

conception that bricks, mortar and physical things are necessarily involved.  

Thirdly, there is a founder in the specialized sense of one who casts metal, using a 

mould. It requires little effort to link this with the other meanings given above to indicate 

the shaping or moulding of an idea.  

These meanings are reflected in the facets of the phrase "the Founders of the 

Theosophical Movement," which can cause so much puzzlement to the casual inquirer. The 

phrase may be equally applied to:  

— the countless generations of initiated seers and prophets who marshalled, set down and 

explained the uninterrupted record of the Secret Doctrine;  

— the Masters of Wisdom associated with the Movement and founders in historical times;  

— the Messengers in the last century, H.P. Blavatsky and William Q. Judge, who revived the 

Movement publicly; who, with Colonel Olcott, founded the Theosophical Society; and 

whose objectives were later given fresh expression by Robert Crosbie and enshrined in the 

Declaration of the United Lodge of Theosophists. 

LOYAL — from the Latin noun legalis, meaning faithful adherence to a person or 

institution based on a promise, oath, word or vow. 

Such faithful adherence commonly has two applications: allegiance to a sovereign, 

constituted government or legitimate authority; and a plighted troth to a spouse. Both 

senses have the characteristic of being lawful and indeed of being bound by the full rigour of 

the law, which sanctions the underlying promise, oath or vow. The civil law sanction has also 

been seen to have a spiritual seal; witness the now defunct principle of the "divine right of 

kings" a the still prevalent notion that "marriages are made in heaven"; small wonder then 

that enthusiastic devotion has traditionally been a further important quality associated with 

loyalty.  

In these iconoclastic and irreverent days, enthusiasm for a legally constituted 

condition is more liable to excite derision than romantic approbation or appreciation of the 
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dharma of loyalty. That is, however, as it may be. For the loyalty declared here in any case 

not apply to any organization or institution nor even to any named personality, at least not 

in any conventional sense. The Founders of the Theosophical Movement are neither of 

these, as we have seen. That they should warrant loyalty may seem a point scarcely needing 

to be laboured. Yet that loyalty is the keystone of the structure of the United Lodge of 

Theosophists.  

We may conclude by coming full circle to the first two words looked at — declaration 

and policy — and recall how those — like loyal — had similar features of promising, 

undertaking and committing, underpinned by the idea of law. The additional quality added y 

loyal is that of enthusiastic devotion, which is suggestive of a whole further range of lofty 

characteristics — gratitude, love, service and sacrifice, to identify a few. But it is enough for 

the present to juxtapose the ideas of promise, law and enthusiasm to arrive at the notion 

that a promise given in accordance with the law can and should evoke enthusiasm. A 

promise freely given should not be a penance, but a source of joy.  

What matters is the spirit, not the form. The United Lodge of Theosophists is, to 

quote Robert Crosbie:  

a name given to certain principles and ideas; those who associate themselves 

with those principles and ideas are attracted and bound by them only — not by 

their fellows who do likewise or who refrain or who cease to consider 

themselves so bound.  (The Friendly Philosopher, p. 366)  

It is very clear then why "neither Constitution, By-Laws nor Officers" are required or 

relevant to the function or mode of operation of the Lodge. Where, in its first sentence, the 

Declaration highlights "the cause of Theosophy" as against "attachment to any Theosophical 

organization," it precludes the Lodge from becoming such an organization. What firmer 

basis for unity among Theosophists could there be than the philosophy of Theosophy itself 

and loyalty to the great Founders of the Theosophical Movement?  

That in turn demands commitment to what is given by the other three words 

examined here — principle, fundamental, and founder — around which our promises, 

commitments and adherence have as it were been wrapped. Those three take us to the 

"soul of things," whose conceptions of Deity or SELF, Nature or Law, and Man, or the Eternal 

Pilgrim, which describe and account for the Brotherhood Humanity, and which inhere in the 

philosophy of Theosophy as presented by the Founders of the Theosophical Movement. Let 

H.P. Blavatsky have the last word:  

Do not follow me, nor my path; follow the path I show, the 

Masters who are behind. 

___________________________ 


